Plantar Fasciitis Home Exercises
Foot Roller Plantar Massage
Instructions:
Place the Foot Roller on the ground and your bare foot on
top. Apply pressure with your foot to the Foot Roller and
slowly roll under your foot from the balls of the foot to the
heel. Repeat for 5 minutes. Perform this 3 times a day:
before you get out of bed in the morning, at noon, and
before you go to bed at night.

Foot Roller Great Toe Stretch
Instructions:
Place the Foot Roller on the ground and your bare foot on
top. Place your big toe on the Foot Roller and the rest of
your foot on the ground. Apply pressure with your foot to
the Foot Roller to stretch the bottom of your foot. Hold
the stretch for 3 sets of 15 seconds. Perform this 3 times a
day: before you get out of bed in the morning;, at noon,
and before you go to bed at night.

Stretch: Calf Stretch in Standing
Instructions:
Stand with chair or wall to help support. Place the ankle to
be stretched behind your body and other leg slightly
forward and bent. Keep knee straight and heel flat of side
to be stretched. Lean forward to feel the stretch behind
your ankle and calf. Repeat on other side.
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Hand Exerciser Toe Flexion Strengthening
Instructions:
Place the Hand Exerciser on the ground. With your bare
foot, curl the Hand Exerciser with your toes. Repeat.
Begin with the yellow Hand Exerciser. As you improve,
progress to the firmer Hand Exercisers.

Hand Exerciser Toe Pick-up
Instructions:
Place the Hand Exerciser on the ground. With your bare
foot, pick up the Hand Exerciser with your toes and place
back down. Repeat. Begin with the yellow Hand
Exerciser. As you improve, progress to the firmer Hand
Exercisers.

Thera-Band Toe Flexion
Instructions:
Place band over sole of foot with one end under the heel
and the other over the toes and take up the slack. Crunch
the toes downward into band. Hold and slowly return.
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Thera-Band Ankle Dorsiflexion (Foot Raises) in Sitting
Instructions:
Begin by wrapping the middle of the band around the foot
of the ankle you are exercising. Place the ends of the band
under the opposite foot to stabilize the band. Grasp the
ends of the band at your opposite knee. Lift your foot
upward against the band. Hold and slowly return.

Thera-Band Ankle Eversion (in Sitting)
Instructions:
Sit in chair. Loop the middle of the band around foot to be
exercised. Stabilize the band under your other foot and
grasp the ends of the band. Push your foot outward against
the resistance of the band. Slowly return.
Tip: Don't rotate your knee to complete the motion.
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Thera-Band Ankle Plantarflexion in Sitting
Instructions:
Wrap the middle of the band around your foot. Grasp the
ends of the band at your waist, taking up the slack. Push
your foot down into the band. Hold and slowly return.
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